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1.  Page 150  How many Jewish friends has Irene taken to the woods at this point?

2.  Page 151  Why was the Major so distracted?

3.  Explain, “Rokita was fullfilling one part of the policy, making it impossible for Rugemer to fullfill 
the other.

4.  Explain, “You hardly have to ask permission from the locals.”

5.  Page 152  “You must know by now the Fuhrer wants all the Jews exterminated.  Once we finish 
with them, we'll eliminate the Poles and their tiresome Catholic church. Of course the Aryan types like 
Irene we'll make good Germans out of them.  We are scheduled to finish with the Jews by the end of 
July.”

6.  Page 153  Why does Irene say she twisted her ankle?

7.  Page 154 what news is dropped by the Major?

8.  How does he respond when Irene asks what is wrong with the old work crew?

9.  Page 155  What does it mean that Irene had to explain things to the current house dwellers?

10.  Page 156  How does Schulz act like many of the Germans at that time?

11.  How does Irene think they must think of her?

12.  Page 157  Why does Irene say the house will do perfectly.  What is she planning?

13.  Page 158  What are the rumors about the house owned by a Jewish architect?

14.  Why is it hard for Irene to agree to the statement,”God has heard us.”

15.  Page 159  How does Irene communicate with Helen?  What news does she want spread?

16.  Why does a guard smirk at Irene?

17.  Page 160  What is his vulgar question?

18.  What does Irene take from the major's desk?

19.  Why does she ride around on her bike?

20.  Page 161 Why does Irene want to shake Schulz?

21.  Page 162  What does Rokita think is so wonderful?



22.  Why does Schulz only tell Irene to get some fresh air?  Why doesn't he actually talk to her about 
the problem?

23.  Page 164  “How could I presume to be their savior?  And yet I had promised.  I had to do it.”

24.  How will Irene save Henry?

25.  Page 165  Where do Irene's Jewish friends hide?

26. Page 166  Why can't Irene pray?

27.  Page 167  What does Schulz say when asked if his Jewish workers had left?

28.  Page 168  Why can't the Nazi soldiers find the Jewish workers in the laundry?

29.  Page 169  What does Irene discover in the Major's hotel room and how will she use it to her 
advantage?


